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New Functionality: Snapshots can now be moved from one project to another

New report grouping options:

Event Distribution report can now be grouped by "College" and by "Meeting Pattern"

Location Inventory report can now be grouped by "All" and "Individual Room"

Location Usage report can now be grouped by "All" and "Individual Room"

Other Fixes and Improvements:

In Data Filters, when making a filter change that cannot be saved, the associated field now displays a red

"Error" flag

In Data Filters, filter groups are now sorted into three columns instead of two, for better data visibility

In Data Filters, users can now enter the same value in both the "headcount" and "capacity" fields

In Section Analytics, users can now see individual instructor's sections using the "Instructors" grouping in

the Aggregated Sections report

Detailed error messages added to Section Analytics, replacing a general error message that was thrown

when a report returns no data

UI consistency improvements to the display controls (radio buttons switched to dropdown menu) for

various reports

UI improvements to the Demand by Time report "Scale by" options 

Plus codes are now automatically converted to latitude/longitude behind the scenes to fix unexpected

errors thrown when updating building locations in the Traffic Map report

Removed the transition animation when checking the Exclude Groups with no Utilization box in the

Locations by Time report

The display options for the Passing Times Traffic report are now preserved (instead of refreshed) when the

data filter is changed

Minor UI consistency fixes to the "All" bar in the Location Usage Report and Location Inventory Report

Updated Descriptive Text for the Aggregated Enrollment report

Event List and Locations List tabs now default to sorting alphabetically by name under Model > Lists

Updated date and time formatting to use four-digit years, two-digit months and days, and the preferred

date order chosen in 25Live
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